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METACOSMOS is building the digitally inclusive future of work through

empowering people around the world to advance to new digital frontiers. The

company is focused on unlocking the true market value of the global digital

economy for high-demand consumer services such as e-commerce, e-media,

finance and e-sports/gaming.

In the process of building its various ventures, such as METACOSMOS GAMES,

METACOSMOS MEDIA, METACOSMOS FINANCE, METACOSMOS NFTs

(end-to-end platform and marketplace) and an upcoming e-commerce solution,

METACOSMOS has zeroed in on a core product that takes advantage of a new

digital frontier: the metaverse.

This core product is the METACOSMOS VALT, a new virtual space that is

shaping to be a fully immersive discovery shopping and retail experience, with

elements from gaming, media, crypto-finance, NFTs, and more. METACOSMOS

VALT forms its own standalone metaverse experience yet showcases full multi-

chain interoperability, with four themed quarters focused on art, music, gaming,

and entertainment / technology that together enhance the metaverse experience.

METACOSMOS’s ventures play pivotal plug-in roles in enriching the metaverse

experience, while growing as viable business entities on their own. providing a

unique source traffic for the metaverse. METACOSMOS FINANCE is leveraging

the power of decentralized finance, to create innovative, low cost products,

focused on financial inclusion and rewarding users.

The METACOS token, initially created as the main token of the METACOSMOS

Ecosystem and its ventures, is becoming the main digital asset for

METACOSMOS VALT. It has been used as the mode of exchange for assets that

have already been offered in the METACOSMOS VALT metaverse, such as

SHOPs within the virtual space’s first publicly available quarter called

METAnova. Moving forward, more utility for the METACOS token will be

introduced within the METACOSMOS VALT.

ABSTRACT

MetaCosmos’s vision is to be the global leader in immersive metaverse

experiences focused on retail, media, gaming, and rewards, where the

MetaCos token is the digital asset that fuels the METACOSMOS

ecosystem.



MetaCos is the world's best cryptocurrency that provides

Decentralized Finance, Staking, Media, NFTs, Games, and

virtual reality experiences services to users in

MetaCosmos VALT

INTRODUCTION

METACOSMOS is a virtual reality platform powered by the BINANCE

blockchain.

MetaCos is the first and fastest platform that promotes global financial

wellbeing by empowering the youth to be in control of their money and

create their wealth opportunities.

METACOSMOS provides an infrastructure to support a virtual world,

also known as METACOSMOS VALT.

METACOSMOS VALT is METACOSMOS’s metaverse, built for both

VR, PC, and mobile applications. The METACOSMOS VALT acts as

the platform that connects all the METACOSMOS Ecosystem ventures

and acts as a showcase for the products and services that they offer

across the ecosystem. Despite each METACOSMOS venture being

self-sufficient and stand-alone, the shared resources and user base of

the METACOSMOS VALT helps the ecosystem escape from a

perpetual raise model for new and existing ventures.

METACOSMOS VALT was developed part from necessity and part

from data. It was clear to METACOSMOS in 2021 that metaverses

would be a key long-term play, and it was equally clear that well-

funded, larger, less agile players would enter the sector once they

realize the space’s immense potential. Therefore, METACOSMOS is

moving into the metaverse quickly and decisively, with a unique selling

proposition that would help differentiate the METACOSMOS VALT from

other upcoming interpretations of the metaverse.



MetaCos has been developed with the vision of the Creation of such an

environment and ecosystem where blockchain, cryptocurrency,

decentralization, and virtual world experience will be available and known

to every person and in each part of the world. MetaCos will provide

opportunities for wealth creation and continue developing it into a platform

that will change people's lives forever.

Our goal is to foster human connection through financial literacy filling this

gap in the crypto and financial market and preparing the next generation of

investors.

Recent global events expedited the need for the METACOSMOS VALT

vision, as the world became more digitally connected yet more physically

disconnected. METACOSMOS projects that e-commerce streaming is

clearly the next big industry wave that will impact the South Asian region, a

hotbed of online shopping activity and an ideal test environment for

emerging technologies. By combining a space theme with gaming

elements, retail, e-commerce, digital experiences, and VR, METACOSMOS

VALT offers the perfect mix of assets and features that will highlight all the

METACOSMOS Ecosystem ventures.

The purpose of the METACOSMOS VALT metaverse is to provide a

digitally connected platform, where the playing field is level for both

premium brands and emerging businesses. It acts as an all-weather retail

and entertainment platform, combining the sale of virtual goods, NFTs,

digital collectibles, wearables and physical goods that can be delivered to

the customers.

MISSION & GOALS 



METACOSMOS VALT is a fully immersive shopping, retail and entertainment

experience that uses virtual reality and combines gaming elements to form its

own standalone virtual world. It brings together the best in class of crypto

through NFTs and real-world applications of ecommerce, gaming, and

entertainment. METACOSMOS VALT will incorporate VR and AR technology, as

well as future AI technology, in addition to offering digital items, including those

issued through blockchain smart contracts and non-fungible tokens (NFTs). In its

first iteration, the METACOSMOS VALT will be a purely online platform offering

digital assets worldwide. As e-commerce evolves further into the virtual space,

we will launch localized virtual spaces in South Asian countries, where both

digital and physical purchases can be made via METACOSMOS VALT.

VIRTUAL SPACE

OVERVIEW 



METACOSMOS was founded in July 2021, with the intent to be South Asia's

first blockchain venture builder and to help with the mass adoption of

blockchain and other emerging technologies.

In forming METACOSMOS, co-founders identified the gap between the core

protocol layer of blockchain technology and the ability for the end consumer to

interact. For them, it meant mass adoption was still some time away, yet the

solutions it presented were too good not to capitalize on.

The company utilizes blockchain technology, artificial intelligence (AI), and

augmented reality/virtual reality (AR/VR) to leverage solutions to the existing

problems businesses face in the region.

The METACOSMOS Team determines competition, market size, feasibility,

market growth potential and determines if there is an actual advantage in using

blockchain technology, AI, AR/VR or cloud computing.

METACOSMOS assess product-market fit and hire an expert team accordingly.

This team is entrusted to take the project to the next level of growth and

scaling.

METACOSMOS uses a core team to design and implement each venture 8

and then provides ongoing assistance through networking, advisory services,

and retention of board seats. METACOSMOS is focused on digital inclusion

and working toward a state where the end-users are completely unaware that

they are interacting with blockchain, and other emerging technologies being

implemented in customer-facing solutions

History



For its first five years, the METACOSMOS team will focused on

creating an advanced ecosystem of Internet ventures that address

different segments of the digital economy, keeping in mind the fast-

growing yet underserved South Asian region. the company developed

ventures addressing high demand consumer services such as e-

commerce, e-media, and e-sports/gaming. Here is a summary of

those ventures, which click together with each other to form the

METACOSMOS Ecosystem and the metaverse.

METACOSMOS VENTURES

VENTURES



This venture was founded with the vision of creating an ecosystem of

interoperable tournament based games that utilize emerging technologies. It

focuses on the play-to-earn (P2E) business model for the mobile gaming

space. METACOSMOS GAMES will launch games, which are collectible,

playable, and tradable non-fungible tokens (NFTs), a free-to-play, play-to-earn

blockchain game model.

METACOSMOS GAMES is an METACOSMOS venture that focuses on the

play-to-earn business model for the mobile gaming space. METACOSMOS

GAMES was founded with the vision of creating an ecosystem of

interoperable tournament-based games that utilize emerging technologies.

METACOSMOS GAMES’ long-term goal is to create a massive ecosystem

based on value and unique experiences. The division believes that it will

eventually create an ecosystem of value for all users and offer a place for

people and communities to come together and make new friends. This vision

of a gaming community powered by blockchain and other emerging

technologies ties it well with the metaverse vision of METACOSMOS VALT

METACOSMOS GAMES 



METACOSMOS MEDIA is an METACOSMOS venture

centered on products that allow our users to create, earn, and

contribute using cutting edge technologies. The venture

seeks to create the ultimate media, social, and content-driven

platform that celebrities, brands, and consumers. One crucial

part of the METACOSMOS media division is METACOSMOS

TV, a platform that will provide a more worthwhile and

immersive viewing experience, by rewarding its users for their

time and allows them to learn, share, and create moments

they can monetize.

METACOSMOS MEDIA 

This newly formed venture allows users to earn rewards for

creating content, playing games to win, and earning through

participative contribution.



NFT stands for “non-fungible token,” and it can technically contain

anything digital, including drawings, animated GIFs, songs, or items

in video games. Non-fungible means it is individual.

Recognizing the power of NFTs as a major innovation in digital

ownership, METACOSMOS NFTs developed a white-label solution

as a means for the launch of compelling NFT assets in the market.

The METACOSMOS NFT platform acts as a SHOP for NFTs offering

launching of contracts on multiple chains, website creation,

marketplace creation and auto-listing on major liquidity exchanges.

METACOSMOS also made its mark by creating a truly blockchain-

agnostic, white label, end-to-end NFT solution. With this offering,

METACOSMOS empowers brands and retailers to mint, create, and

market their own NFT collections on the blockchain of their choice,

on their very own customizable site.

METACOSMOS NFTs 



The e-commerce streaming app will be released and launch of

METACOSMOS TV and streaming. However, this is the biggest

standalone venture and will still require a significant amount of

work for us to realize its full potential.

In the process of building its various ventures, METACOSMOS

will have core products that will be created in a new digital

frontier: the metaverse. METACOSMOS envisions a future

where the Internet will evolve into an immersive experience

that combines virtual and actual spaces into an interconnected,

decentralized environment. All the ventures that

METACOSMOS has worked on and will eventually deploy, are

created with the vision that they will take part in the formation

of a virtual space we call the METACOSMOS VALT.

METACOSMOS E-Commerce 



METACOSMOS’S CENTRAL SOLUTION The METACOSMOS VALT is a fully

immersive shopping and entertainment experience compatible with virtual reality.

Combining gaming elements, METACOSMOS VALT forms its own metaverse

experience and yet is fully interoperable. It brings together the best in the class of

crypto through NFTs and real-world applications of eCommerce, gaming, and

entertainment. By leveraging NFTs for SHOP ownership and other in-game assets,

the METACOSMOS VALT creates unique opportunities for people to earn, interact

and create. All ventures within the METACOSMOS Ecosystem, as well as current and

upcoming entities that we form partnerships with, will interact within the

METACOSMOS VALT.

METACOSMOS VALT will incorporate VR and AR technology, as well as future AI

technology, in addition to offering digital items, including those issued through

blockchain smart contracts and NFTs. In its first iteration, the METACOSMOS VALT

will be a purely online platform offering digital assets worldwide. As ecommerce

evolves further into the virtual space, we will launch localized virtual spaces in South

Asian countries, where both digital and physical purchases can be made via the

METACOSMOS VALT.

METACOSMOS VALT



The METACOS token currently powers the entire METACOSMOS

Ecosystem, acting as a form of payment and utility. It is used for

trading fees, the development of liquidity pools, NFT creation,

transactions, and other activities that power digital economies that the

METACOSMOS Ecosystem operates in.

As METACOSMOS transitions its focus into the metaverse, the

METACOS token will play a central role as a utility token in the

METACOSMOS VALT, as well as the main currency for our ventures.

METACOSMOS VALT and the rest of the METACOSMOS Ecosystem

will introduce a single log-in system known as METACOSMOS ID,

additional payment provider integrations, and additional wallet

integrations, which will mean that METACOSMOS can be used for

more payment settlements across more chains.

METACOS TOKEN 

THE MULTICHAIN TOKEN FOR THE METAVERSE



2021
Several digital innovations have been at the forefront of mainstream

consciousness. This is the year when cryptocurrencies finally crossed from

innovation stage to early adoption, as more institutions, companies, and even

governments acknowledge the power that Bitcoin has in revolutionizing our

financial system. Other blockchain-based solutions, like decentralized finance

(DeFi) and non-fungible tokens (NFTs), also rose in popularity, shifting the

paradigm in value appreciation and perception, as more people become

comfortable with realizing gains in the virtual space beyond the traditional

platforms of wealth generation and art creation. As it currently stands,

METACOSMOS operates under this blockchain-centric paradigm, with token

systems, DeFi products, and NFT platforms already produced during its

existence as a venture builder.

While blockchain technology has been pointed out in several publications as a

central player in the emergence of the next innovations in the evolution of the

internet, another concept has emerged as an entirely new way to reimagine

this evolution: the metaverse. As discussed above, the metaverse is the

envisioned future of information sharing, which under the current Internet

paradigm is centered on the transmission of data from one party to another on

an as-needed basis, using centralized authorities as intermediaries, such as

telecom companies, Internet companies, data centers, and other major

entities that process and transmit information on people’s behalf.

As we move to the metaverse, major Internet players will have roles in its

formation, but it is more likely that it will be built in a more decentralized

manner, just like how blockchain has allowed the creation of cryptocurrencies,

decentralized finance, and other forms of decentralized systems. This opens a

whole new field for METACOSMOS Labs to take an early stake in, particularly

by the creation of the METACOSMOS VALT. If history is a precedent, today’s

biggest companies of the Internet generation were mostly minor players or

even non-existent in the preceding generation of non-Internet personal

computing, and the giants of that bygone era are mostly greatly diminished in

size and reputation now.

BLOCKCHAIN AND THE METAVERSE



1. Facebook, the world’s largest social network and home to market-leading chat apps,

has announced its intention to transform from being a social media company to being a

metaverse company. Facebook owns VR headset maker Oculus, which will be at the

forefront of the virtual space the Internet giant is building.

2. Fortnite, the popular Battle Royale game turned virtual interaction space, has been

open in branding itself as more than a game. Tim Sweeney, CEO of Fortnite maker Epic

Games, has been vocal in pushing for Fortnite’s transformation into the metaverse, and

the game itself has shown several elements worthy of a metaverse, like user-generated

content within the platform, relative freedom in interactions, and more.

3. Roblox, the world-building game that recently exploded in popularity amid the

COVID-19 pandemic and is played by half of people under age 16 in the U.S., recently

unveiled its vision for the metaverse, which is “to create a platform for immersive co-

experiences, where people can come together within millions of 3D experiences to

learn, work, play, create, and socialize.”

4. Tencent, currently considered the biggest gaming company in the world due to its

investments in Sumo Group, Epic Games, Bluehole, and Ubisoft, as well as ownership

of popular games League of Legends and Call of Duty, also owns WeChat, the Chinese

super-app that leads digital transactions in that country. Analysts say the conglomerate

is well-positioned to jumpstart the creation of the metaverse across its portfolio.

5. Disney, the world’s largest media company, is working on a theme park metaverse,

which will converge the physical world of its attractions with the digital world, using

wearables, 13 smartphones, and digital access points, as well as augmented reality

(AR) and artificial intelligence (AI).

CURRENT AND UPCOMING

METAVERSE INDUSTRY 

PLAYERS From world-building games that opened the virtual world to endless possibilities to

major Internet players staking their claim to the next frontier of information sharing, the

creation of the metaverse is increasingly becoming a question of when instead of if. Here are

some of the companies that are aspiring to be early adopters in the metaverse space:



These are just five of the biggest names taking their spots in a yet unformed

metaverse. Currently, there are more than 90 companies identified as

building solutions for the metaverse, with dozens more yet to be uncovered.

At METACOSMOS, we view the current metaverse industry as a wide-open

space where there’s still time for early adopters to make a mark and grow

their positions in anticipation of future growth.

Companies Unformed Metaverse



For a nebulous concept, the metaverse has already attracted much analysis

and projection-building, which is a testament to the major potential that

companies around the world place on this concept. For instance, Strategy

Analytics stated in its recent research report that the global metaverse

market is expected to grow 6x from $46 billion in 2020 to $280 billion in

2025.

Nevertheless, this early into the formation of the metaverse, there have been

two conflicting schools of thought on how this space will unfold in the coming

years. Several analysts, like long-time metaverse observer Matthew Ball,

have pointed out to the possibility of a metaverse where entities and spaces

are openly interconnected and facilitate creation beyond the bounds of

traditional platform-related limits imposed in the current Internet space.

These analysts envision an open usergenerated creative space like Fortnite,

which is currently accessible across all major entertainment platforms (iOS,

Android, PlayStation, Nintendo, PC, Xbox) and accepts multiple account

systems, payment platforms, and more, while integrating with other typically

closed ecosystems such as oftenconflicting intellectual properties.

Other observers point to the metaverse vision of Facebook as a model for

the creation of the metaverse, as separate, walled virtual/real spaces that

still require the presence of central authorities. In the case of Facebook, its

“embodied internet” vision will revolve around its properties, like its

namesake social media platform, as well as Instagram, Messenger, and

Whatsapp. Users will go through this space using Oculus headsets and will

need Facebook accounts to access a third-party virtual reality app. In effect,

the Facebook metaverse will just be an extension of its data-and-ads 14

operation, with proprietary control and exclusive experiences.

METACOSMOS joins several metaverse observers in stating that this

Facebook-centric version of the metaverse, if it comes to fruition, is

antithetical to the open-world, cross-platform ideal of the space.

In declaring its intentions to create a virtual space in the metaverse through

METACOSMOS VALT, METACOSMOS envisions a future where our virtual

selves are free to create, interact, experience, play, and act in the metaverse

that is open to explore regardless of which entity creates a certain corner of

the space.

PROJECTED PROGRESS

FOR THE METAVERSE 



METACOSMOS VALT

IN THE METAVERSE 

As a startup venture builder that is agile and free to iterate early versions of its
share of the metaverse, METACOSMOS is looking to launch the METACOSMOS VALT
metaverse in the coming months. Founded on the principles of digital inclusion and
a history of helping to develop South Asia as a major technology hub,
METACOSMOS is positioning METACOSMOS VALT as an early working example of
what a metaverse can achieve, while using its expertise in venture building to
create more ventures and opportunities for people and companies to join the
metaverse.

Keeping in mind the integration of its various ventures under the METACOSMOS
Ecosystem, which is the network of solutions that use the METACOS token as a
utility token for all transactions, the METACOSMOS VALT aims to give space for
people to virtually interact with digital assets and activities, while being open to as
many major platforms as possible. Prioritizing digital inclusion at a low entry point,
METACOSMOS VALT opens people to experience in broad avenues, from VR
headsets on the high-end to even basic smartphones on the low-end.
In addition, METACOSMOSs’ different ventures will also play a part in growing the
METACOSMOS VALT, from interactive games powered by METACOSMOS Games and
crypto-financial services provided by METACOSMOS Finance, to multimedia
experiences created by METACOSMOS Media and upcoming e-commerce
opportunities.
The METACOSMOS VALT will be experienced not only in VR but also on computers
and mobile devices. With how fast technology evolves for smartphones and
wearables and how widespread Internet access with faster speeds has become,
METACOSMOS forecasts that the innovative technology required for the metaverse
will become increasingly accessible, reducing the barrier to entry for the metaverse
of the 15 future. Being able to access the METACOSMOS Ecosystem both inside and
outside of the METACOSMOS VALT will mean everyone with internet access will be
able to access all parts of the METACOSMOS Ecosystem.



Recent global events expedited the need for the METACOSMOS VALT vision, as

the world became more digitally connected yet more physically disconnected.

METACOSMOS projects that e-commerce streaming is clearly the next big

industry wave that will impact the South Asian region, a hotbed of online shopping

activity and an ideal test environment for emerging technologies. By combining a

space theme with gaming elements, retail, e-commerce, digital experiences, and

VR, METACOSMOS VALT offers the perfect mix of assets and features that will

highlight all the METACOSMOS Ecosystem ventures.

The purpose of the METACOSMOS VALT metaverse is to provide a digitally

connected platform, where the playing field is level for both premium brands and

emerging businesses. It acts as an all-weather retail and entertainment platform,

combining the sale of virtual goods, NFTs, digital collectibles, wearables and

physical goods that can be delivered to the customers.

METACOSMOS VALT is a fully immersive shopping, retail and entertainment

experience that uses virtual reality and combines gaming elements to form its own

standalone virtual world. It brings together the best in class of crypto through

NFTs and real-world applications of ecommerce, gaming, and entertainment.

METACOSMOS VALT will incorporate VR and AR technology, as well as future AI

technology, in addition to offering digital items, including those issued through

blockchain smart contracts and non-fungible tokens (NFTs). In its first iteration,

the METACOSMOS VALT will be a purely online platform offering digital assets

worldwide. As e-commerce evolves further into the virtual space, we will launch

localized virtual spaces in South Asian countries, where both digital and physical

purchases can be made via METACOSMOS VALT.

MISSION AND GOALS 



In the early stages of METACOSMOS VALT’s formation, the ventures within the

METACOSMOS Ecosystem have their sights set toward showcasing their core

competencies within the metaverse.

For instance, METACOSMOS GAMES has already committed to exhibit its KOGs

and other assets from current and upcoming games on the METACOSMOS VALT,

which will incorporate gaming elements to its overall experience. METACOSMOSs’

NFT platform will also serve as an avenue for current and upcoming partners to

offer their NFTs and curate user experiences for their prospective buyers.

As the METACOSMOS VALT will also feature entertainment, especially with

quarters dedicated to gaming, music, and art, METACOSMOS MEDIA will find

synergies with the metaverse in the way it exhibits upcoming content, as well as the

opportunities it will offer to marketers who want to be the first brands in the

metaverse.

INTERACTION BETWEEN

METACOSMOS VALT AND METACOSMOS VENTURES

VENTURES



It is a crypto-financial launchpad for METACOSMOS VALT, the

fully immersive discovery shopping and retail experience for

the metaverse. You can earn METACOS tokens through yield

farming, then stake those assets in liquidity pools, to maximize

the benefit that you get from the tokens used in the

METACOSMOS VALT..

METACOSMOS FINANCE 



The METACOS token grants rewards to its holders based on the transactional

volumes that are generated within METACOSMOS VALT. It was created in May

2021 through a yield farm on Binance Smart Chain, with trading destined for

BSC's market-leading automated market maker PancakeSwap. METACOS was a

fair launch and token holders are eligible for rewards based on transactions,

including plot auctions, asset sales, rent, advertising revenue, etc., determined by

their overall holdings. During the launch of METACOS, METACOSMOS Labs

provided the initial liquidity to a farming pool created for the purchase of

METACOS tokens. Initially, people who wanted to obtain METACOS tokens were

required to provide liquidity to the pool— thereby earning LP tokens—by

purchasing METACOS and locking it against an equal value of METACOS tokens

on the Binance Smart Chain.

REWARDS 

METACOSMOS VALT 



BLOCKCHAIN INTEGRATIONS For the first public version of the

METACOSMOS VALT, both Ethereum and WAX transactional tokens and NFTs

will be supported. Our goal is to open the METACOSMOS VALT to as many

other blockchains as possible to allow a truly open and multi-chain metaverse.

The team will provide updates as we introduce new blockchain protocols

through our social media channels.

TECH SPECIFICATIONS

METACOSMOS VALT 



Security is a major concern to us at METACOSMOS. By deploying our

systems in cloud hyper scalers and using multi-layered and redundant

infrastructure to provide content at scale, we aim to maintain our end user's

security and privacy, as well as keep the service up and running 24/7. Our

code is audited and reviewed by an independent security consulting

company to ensure best practices are followed and no security

vulnerabilities are present.

SECURITY 



We are actively looking to create bridges in collaboration with other metaverse

projects to allow for teleportation between different parts of the metaverse.

INTEROPERABILITY WITH OTHER PARTS 

OF THE METAVERSE 



Total Supply 20 Million METACOS

TOKENOMICS

Marketing 
20%

Team
15%

Rewards
15%

Liquidity
50%

TOKENS DISTRIBUTION

Marketing Team Rewards Liquidity



ROADMAP 

Actual completion dates may vary from initial projections and are

offered as indicative guidelines only. These do not represent a

promise or guarantee

Phase 1 

Ideology, 
Implementation, 
Creation

Team Creation, 
Funding, 
Website, 
Contract 

DEX listings , 
CEX listings and 
expansion

Platforms for 
staking & faming 
services

Meta Valt , 
NFTs

Phase 2 

Phase 3 

Phase 3 

Phase 3 



CONCLUSION

METACOSMOS, the company behind the METACOS token, has proven its

model for identifying and building scalable companies and now looks to take the

next step towards becoming the most successful ecosystem builder in South

Asia through a metaverse-centric system. The company is currently self-funded

and profitable, with no capital investment and no short- or long-term debt, due to

the success of its existing operations.

METACOSMOS provides a Decentralised, Transparent, Trusted, Secure,

virtualized ecosystem to the user so join us to use these services that we offer,

we have the potential to change the existing cryptocurrency world.

The creation of the METACOSMOS VALT will fuel the projected increase in

revenues for the METACOSMOS company. As an immersive metaverse

platform, METACOSMOS VALT will generate revenues from transaction fees,

virtual land sales, advertisements, SHOP rentals, event fees, and other income-

generating activities. In addition, the company is anticipating the expansion of its

metaverse and ecosystem into the three largest populations in South Asia.

The rest of the METACOSMOS Ecosystem are also projected to generate

revenues from their operations, including earnings from METACOSMOS

GAMES’ products as well as DeFi growth from METACOSMOS FINANCE,

projected sales from METACOSMOS NFTs, METACOSMOS MEDIA operations,

and other upcoming products and services.



No Investment Advice

DISCLAIMER

The issuer of this Whitepaper is METACOSMOS.

Not Securities

This Whitepaper does not describe an offer of securities.

This material is provided by METACOSMOS for informational purposes only

and is not an offer or a solicitation to buy or sell securities or engage in

financial services.

Information relating to this Whitepaper may need to be updated from time to

time. Any updated information about the offer not materially adverse to the

product offering will be made available on website. METACOSMOS may issue

a supplementary Whitepaper. to supplement any information not disclosed in

this Whitepaper.

Updated Information

Past performance of METACOSMOS should not be relied upon as indicative of

future performance.

Past Performance

The products described are not offered for investment purposes. The

information contained in this Whitepaper should not be taken as financial

product advice and has been prepared as general information only.

To the extent permitted by the applicable international Laws, regulations and,

rules and those of the participant’s country of

residence, METACOSMOS shall not be liable for any losses that are indirect or

otherwise, that may be in connection to the reliance of this Document. Please

consult your legal, financial, or business professional for advice prior to

participating in the METACOSMOS Ecosystem.

Prior to the participation in the METACOSMOS Ecosystem you should carefully

address the general risks involved with blockchain technology.



This Whitepaper starts with the end in mind, and we provide a series of

statements and projections on how we believe we are best suited to get

there, based on the current market and technological considerations.

When thinking long term, many factors are subject to change or will no

longer be relevant due to shifting factors beyond our control. Our

primary focus is the success and longevity of the business and its

entities and as such we take all reasonable steps to pivot, comply and

adjust to ensure we meet our longer-term objectives and deliver with

the end-user in mind. This document highlights the most logical and

likely path at this time and is subject to significant change and also a

risk. We always recommend you seek individual advice relating to your

situation and circumstances.

CAUTION

Regarding Statements and Projections 



THANK YOU

METACOS


